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Textbooks -Expensive and unwanted 
Many students frustrated by paying big 
bucks for books that often go unused 
By Dan Bischoff 
Special to the Chrtmide 
The latest goings-ons a t Columbia 
College may have opened doors to broad-
er s pecula tion o f who exactly benefits 
from the Follet 's bookstore o n campus, but 
most info rmation regarding the politics of 
how the store is managed remains, for the 
most part, closed fo r examination. 
P roblems seem to be a universal trend 
on college and university campuses: 
found that, throughout the semester, his 
instructors referred to most of the books 
that cost him a lot of money. 
" I pay enough for tuition and I am very 
angry because they want me to buy books 
that are expensive and not useful," Ahmed 
said. ''They take advantage of students in 
the bookstore." 
As a freshman, Ahmed bought one 
book a t the bookstore for $45 and was 
shocked to receive o nly $4 for the buy 
back. 
In chorus with Ahmed is Alicia Kelley, 
2 1, a junior maj or-
T h e Y.' r e ing in photo-j our-
e x p e n s 1 v e ; $17"5 nalism. 
they' re hard ly " ? " I don't go to the 
used; and they' re book buy-back 
hard to carry. process because it's 
They' re text- too much trouble," 
books. said Kelley. "When 
Li fe is no t you sell back books 
well in textbook to the bookstore, 
land ... Students they never give you 
and teachers nearly the amount 
a like are not too that you initially 
happy about hav- .il.iliiiiiiiliiiiiiiliiiliiiiiii •• liiililiilil:ililiiliiiii.iliiifiiiiJt paid for them. It's a 
ing to deal with total rip-off." 
the hassles text- -- Chronicle survey A hmed and 
books seem to Kelley a re not 
present, a recent C hro nicle survey indi- alone. In the Chronicle survey, more than a 
cates. T he examples o f dissatisfactions thi rd, or 4 1 o f 117 students, responded 
are: "no" when asked if they purchase all the 
*Textbooks cost a lot o f money, required texts for their classes. 
as much as several hundred dollars over a Un like many Chicago colleges, 
school year. But they are infrequently used Columbia o nly has one bookstore on cam-
by an instructor, if at all. pus, run by Follet's-a national bookstore 
*Textbooks are not avail able or chain that specializes in providing college 
properly stocked at the bookstore. textbooks-leaving students with little 
*T he buy-back process can be competitio n from other reta ile rs that may 
more or less a rip-off, with students getting offer the books at lower prices. 
back a small percentage-usually well Pauleu e Cowlings, the manager of the 
under half-{)f what they ac tually paid for bookstore for the last four years, told The 
the book. Chronicle that, financially, Columbia ben-
Case in point: Zuhair Ahmed, a 23- efit s from Folle t's since the bookstore pays 
year-old senior computer animation maj or, rent for the space it occupies in the 624 S. 
M i c h igan 
b uild i n g. 
The college 
also receives 
an undis-
c losed per-
centage of all 
book sales. 
Other col-
leges and 
un ivers ities 
take different 
ap proaches. 
T h e 
University of 
Chicago, for 
examp l e, 
ope r ates 
three book-
stores with 
each store 
specializi ng 
in broad dis-
ciplines. In 
addition, 
there are 
smaller inde-
pendent 
bookstore s Photo ll/ustration/Vince Johnson/Chronicle 
~:o~~ r i n a~ Caught in the textbook shuffle 
c h e a p e r Photo-journalism maj or Alicia K elley is on e of many students who 
prices on feels textbooks cost too much at the beginning of the sem ester a nd 
campus. a re worth little a few months later in the buy back process. 
Like many L------------------------_.J Co lu mbia 
students who have become disenfran-
chised with the college bookstore, Ahmed 
later learned a variety of different methods 
to purchase books fo r the classes on his 
schedules. Ahmed said he used the li brary 
or borrowed books from students taki ng 
the same class, or students who have taken 
the class during a previous semester. 
Students are also frustrated by the buy 
back policy process. 
Loretta McGary, 23, a recent Columbia 
graduate, says, "'It was pity for me to sell 
some o f m y books back because I would 
get only 50 percent of their fi nal price." In 
additio n, even though her books were 
often in excellent condition, the bookstore 
wou ld pay her the same money as other 
See TEXTS, page 2 
Percentage of students who 
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Inst\f.~t~qJI,at Research releases fact bo~k 
-, :I / ~ till 1 .. . ... l 
By Elvira Bertran ' • • ) , " · Jl) ,I 
Staff Writer 
Every fall semester, the Planning and 
lnsli tul ional Research compiles data from 
Columbia College lo whal is known as the 
Fact Book. 
Majority of the information is exlracted 
from the Fall 1997 enrollment data. The 
Fact Book provides a variety of data about 
the College, ils studenls and programs. 
The Facl Book contains specifics about 
the college such as enrollmenl trends, acad-
emic programs, student services, rclention 
and graduation, information about under-
graduate/graduate student, elhnic ily and 
gender and operations and fac ilities. 
This year Columbia College had !he large 
st year-to-year growth since 1990. The rate 
of undergraduate and graduale enrollments 
rose 5% for undergraduates and 6% for 
graduate students. Giving a Iota! of 8,473 
student population. 
A dramatic 16% increase in freshmen 
enrollmenl was evident from last years Fact 
Book data. In !he Fall of 1997, 1,317 new 
freshmen were enrolled for the semester. 
Trans fer students enrollment only 
increased by one percent since last years 
Facl Book data. Although the number of 
new transfer students enlering each fall has 
increased from 814 to 1,078 since 1990. 
This is primarily due to more sludents 
optioning to begin their college education at 
two-year institulions. 
This fall, 73% of undergraduates studenls 
were enrolled full-time. In contrast with 
only 36% of graduate students enrolled 
full-time. 
Retenlion among freshmen are low. 
Within six years, only 16% of new freshmen 
graduate. A significant number of new 
freshmen drop out before their third semes-
ter at Columbia College. Leaving only 42% 
students continuing from their freshmen 
semester. 
Only a small number of students take 
advantage of the services offered at 
Columbia College. For example, during 
1996, only 2,800 students or alumni spoke 
with advisors of the Career Planning and. 
Placement then, attendance to special events 
had fallen from 1,370 to 810. 
Surprisingly, during recent years there 
has been a ederived from tuition. In the last 
two yetuition has gone up from 70% in 1995 
to 83% in 1996. Yet, it is lower compared to 
the past when 90% of income from tuition 
was der.ived. 
Texts The question to be asked is: How much value do you place on your time? 
Depending on which bookstore to go to, there might not be a big 
discount and there may be a wait of up to six weeks to order a spe-
cific book. For instance, the Columbia bookstore stocks the "Art of 
people whose books had tom off covers and missing pages. She Editing" at a retail price of$39.75. At B. Dalton, the same book costs 
·thinks the buyback process at Columbia is not fair because all used slightly less- $38.50-but can take up to two weeks to order. 
books of the same title have the same, flat price. . Columbia's price for "Media Ethics and Law" is around $50, while at 
continued from page one 
For those looking to avoid the bookstore, there are several altema- Borders, it's about $35. At 
tives that may fi t your budget and sched- Columbia, the "Reporters 
ule. Like Ahmed, many students have Th c J'·J \ Handbook" costs $20.80 and at 
found loopholes in the textbook purchas- C 0 ·ege Supercrown the book is listed at 
· ing system. The library is one example. $21. 
Kim Hale, who works in acquisitions Market While these alternatives may 
at the library, said they don't carry every save a few dollars here and there, 
book that is available at the bookstore, they may not be convenient for the 
but students are encouraged to ask their commuting student; the part-time 
teachers to make books accessible in the • tud t "th a full t " e ·ob or stu 
...CoUege students have .about $96-"million ' in disc:re: s en W I - tm J ' -library. · dents with inadequate transporta-
Students are also urged to pay a visit tionary buying power every·year. 1 » ·'· •· tion. 
to the Columbia College Textbook .-coUege students ' have $1'75/montb ' in discretionary Marketing major Chane! 
Center, located in room 306 of the spending dollars. 1 • • " . Clemmons, a junior, does't have 
Wabash building . The Center mostly 1>-ln the college book store, current student expenditures time 10 go elsewhere 10 buy text-
offers books for introduction courses, but focus on course material (61%) while 16% focus on books. Clemmons said she doesn't 
students can borrow the textbooks for up clothing, gifts and imprinted Items, 9% on computer buy all of her books from the 
to three days. pro~ucts, 8% on suppll~s and 6% on general boo~. 3 bookstore because sometimes she 
Another allemative are bookstores ";35Vo of Generation X en :ncome is ~pent)ODcJ1~"~" photocopies ·· books from·· the 
that specialize in texts. The Seminary ti.onaey-c:ategories yer~ll%30.V~.f9r ~b~ geni!FJ!h~l!I?J!cr-;ill · library'· .:.:qr))q . ,a,,r, :()! ('i 'u'"l 
Co-op, 5757 S. University Ave., offers a , ~- ' .•.• . ,.., ·''""f.;-. . . _ ... ~ . .... -"Sincetne-bookstere-is onoam-
10 percent discount on all purchases to I U.SCeosu.J Bureau. PackagedFacts; Augu.stl996 pus, I ' ll just go there,''' · said 
people who buy three $ 10 shares of 2 U.S ~nsus Bureau. Packaged Facts: Augu.sr/996 r«' Clemmons. " I don't spend too 
stock . Helen Repp, Seminary Co-op 3 National Association of CoUcgc Stores: April 1999 much time looking for other book-
buyer, said the store doesn't market itself 4 U.S Censu.s BIQ'<QU. Packaged Facts: Augu.st 1996 stores that will only save me a dol-
as a discounter, but most students feel the ------'-----'--......--'--.....,..-'----''--..-+-i- Jar or two." 
$30 is a great investment for a I 0 percent >' Often times college students 
discount overall. Facts: Follett College. St~res will share books with friends, 
At campus Books & Gear, a store near photocopy from each other. But 
Loyola University- about one block 1>-Follett operat~s more than SSO s'tores in ·North ,J be careful if you' re thinking about 
away from the University's official book- American Sales total $800 buying books from fellow stu-
store- students can save up to 20 percent 1>-Serves 3 million stud.ents and 250,000 faculty at cam- dents. 
on products sold in the store ranging puses Elisa Graham, a History major, 
from books and supplies to backpacks ~In 1996 sold more than .t8 miUion test books still receives haunting phone calls 
and sweatshirts. The store obtains books from a student demanding she 
from publishers and wholesalers as well source: Follett College Stores .· return money. Graham bought a 
as students. book from a student for $25. After. 
"We manage to offer better prices she was finished with the book, 
[than the campus bookstore] because we she sold it to the bookstore and received $35. The student now harass-
have lower overhead ... and also because the school doesn't get a per- es her for halffrom selling the book back. 
centage of our profits," said Brian Reppen. The University of Illinois There is one last radical alternative. Some students will go through 
at Chicago offers its students a choice between official university a semester perfectly fine without ever buying any of the required text-
bookstores and independent merchants. At Eagle Textbook books at all. 
Warehouse, 1059 W. Taylor, prices average about five percent lower " I never faced any problems in class because of a lack of books," 
than at UIC's bookstores. said Loretta McGary, a recent Colwnbia graduate, now working as an 
" I think a lot of students come back here because of our service. English tutor. " I had to spare some cash for living, and books were 
We are friendly here," said Fred Stoettner, owner and manager of the always too expensive for me. Many required textbooks at Columbia 
store. "We can give more one-on-one attention. Students usually cost too much, and teachers don' t have you read them anyway. 
leave the store happy, then they tell all their friends about us." Besides, a good teacher can explain everything in class if they're a 
But what aboul going to a major bookstore chain, like Borders or good lecturer. Just take notes." 
Barnes & Noble? Should Columbia students think about buying their 
textbooks from major bookstore giants the next time they're out look-
ing for a novel? Don 't be quick to think the big stores are cheaper. Contributing: Jonathon Beth/ey, Anna Kiss, Jason Kravarik, and Lisa 
,~. 
ABC 7 anchor talks-to journal~ 
By Sheryl Tirol 
Copy Editor 
On Wednesday May 13th, Chicago's WLS·TV's, Ron Magers 
came to Columbia and spok,e to journalism students. 
Magers, originally from Yakima, Wash., talked to students about 
his start in the business and what students should expect going into 
it today. 
. Since many students want to get into broadcasting, especially 
anchoring, ·Magers infonned students a[?out other areas in journal· 
ism. 
' 'Recognize that there are so many other jobs in journalism that 
arc interesting and pay well," Magers said. 
Magers talked about how many pcojlle think that reporting or 
anchoring for televiHion is glamorous, but hard work is involved and 
big money doesn' t come t ight away. J!. 
"The big money in broadcasting is at the tip of ~c pyramid. I 'm 
..,. 
See MAGERS. page 3 ' 
'Ia~ 18, 1998 ~E\VS 3 
Magers 
continued from page two 
"It was not just because of Springer that we quit, there 
were ·Other issues and problems with management. My 
problem l had was the fact that management thought the 
idea of Springer was great. Why work for them? What 
are they going to think up next?" Magers added. "The 
General Manger, Lyle Banks was looking for publicity 
and playing witb credibility of the newsroom. When l 
work for a station l want to carry my flag high. My 
anchor job is carrying the news department's work and 
holding it up." 
He pointed out during that time when WMAQ was 
deciding to bring Springer in, it was not just Banks who 
approved, but that it was a whole ladder of management 
that agreed upon it. 
Magers jokingly talked about how the incident will 
still be brought up to this day. 
"I kept thinking the issue was over but it keeps com-
ing back and a thought came to me: 1 know now bow 
those poor people making Bruno Magli shoes feel,~ 
Magers said. 
Magers did advise students in situations as those bow 
they have to practice guerrilla journalism. He pointed out 
how most new reporters wouldn't tell their bosses they 
will not do a story because of how they feel. Magers 
said there were alternatives that up-and-coming journal-
ists can do. 
"You don't always have to do stories they send you to 
do, there are other ways to approach them," he said. 
Making a transition from WMAQ to WLS television 
is a change Magers is trying to get used to. 
" It is interesting working at Channel 7 now, because I 
used to work with many of the people there and I respect 
them very much. But the shifts are very hard because I 
am so used to working nights and now I work days and 
I hate doing the five p.m. shift," he jokingly said. 
Fonner WMAQ producer, Broadcast Director and 
teacher of the Broadcast Writing II class, ~teve Corman 
was enthusiastic about having Magers come visit his 
class. 
"Ron is the ultimate professional and I am incredibly 
fortunate to have worked with him from 1981-86," 
Corman said. 
More college students taking 
longer than four years to graduate 
By Nedra Green 
Staff Writer 
"I have three kids and work full-time. Having 
16 credit hours a semester wasn't an option," says 
Arnold, a 23 year-old full-time dad and Columbia 
College student. 
bers show that graduates are taking longer and 
longer to finish their degree. In 1995, out of l ,061 
students in the graduating class, 30 percent of the 
class took five years or more to graduate. 
Corman also remembered when Magers first started 
atWMAQ. 
"I remember it was not too long after Ron came to 
the station, and I was producing the 6:00 p.m. newscast. 
The anchors at the time were Carol Marin and Jim 
Ruddle. We had a strong high rating. and the manage-
ment bought lunch for everyone to celebmte, and Ron 
came to me and said, "Get up and tak~ another victory 
lap, you deserve it, that's a great newscast you produce." 
Ron had only been there for a short while and didn't 
have to say that. It was great working with Magers. But 
Marin and Magers were a great team, and even before 
they were paired up, we all knew in the newsroom they 
were great together," Connan said. 
Along with Corman, students also were ecstatic about 
Magers corning to their class to speak. 
"I thought he was great! He was real nice and very 
down to earth," broadcast journalism student. Marsia 
Kollias said. 
Lawrence Benedetto was also impressed, ·• I thought 
he had a lot of good things to say and I'm glad that he 
came in to talk to us and tell it the way it is in the busi-
ness.'' 
Arnold, like many others, won't be graduating 
from college in four years. Instead, it will take him 
six years to get through the college while working 
and raising his three children. 
"School takes longer- it's not people's only 
job," says Kim Ruffin, an instructor at University 
of Illinois at Chicago. "People burn themselves out 
trying to graduate in four years. I think people 
should have a plan to graduate, but not necessarily 
in four years; it's just not academically feasible for 
all people." 
Foley says that whi le the numbers are accurate, 
the statistics don't make the necessary distinction 
between incoming freshman and transfer students. 
The distinction is important because it could indi-
cate how many years a student took until gradua-
tion. Foley says a large portion of the student body 
is made up of transfer students. Fifty-nine percent 
of all transfer students b>Taduate in their second 
year. But still a large portion--43 percent- gradu-
ate in their fifth year. 
Bullseye! 
Graduating in four years has become less of a 
priority for many people. Some feel they can make 
th!lir, own time-line regardless of what others see as 
the "norm." 
Take Aaron, a third year management major, 
who took a year off before starting college. He will 
finish school in four years, but it will have been 
five in all due to the time taken off. However being 
in school means different things for all people. 
These situations are not uncommon among col-
lege students. Anne Foley, director of institutional 
research and planning at Columbia, says the num-
Ruffin says its just not feasible for all students 
to graduate in four. "People tend to think students 
are just spinning their wheels," she says. "A lot of 
times, being in school provides an escape from the 
real world." She feels many students are caught up 
in the indecisiveness of life and need to get more 
serious and focused on their career goals. 
One early education student at UIC says, "it will 
take me five years to get out of here because of 
working and having to take care of my daughter. 
But my motto is: 'better to stay as long as you have 
to and finish eventually, than to leave and never 
finish at all." 
If yov'(l) IO.:"Jktng tor an oppor~w:ity tc ow11 yo;.:r 
o·;.>r~ husiness wit1itlUt ~my of lhn f)'oieal hA$Sh?f, 
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The Columbia Ch r onicle will publish a special adver 
sectio n inside o u r g raduat ion supplement on June 1. 
We invite you to partic ipate in this special section by 
buying an ad for your favorite graduate. 
All a ds are affordabl e a nd easy to place. 
Come to The Chronicle office (Suite 205-Wabash Bldg.) or 
visit the Marketing Communication office (Suite 800-Torco 
Bldg.) and pick up a n inse rtion order form. You can u sc a pre-
selected graphic or give u s a picture of your favorite grad. 
If you h ave any ques tions , pleas e call Chris Richert at 
The Chronicle at 312-344-7432. 
This week: Special Literary section inside 
4 .\1>\'ERTISE:\IENT :\Ia~ I X. I ')I) X 
T rus is the opportunity of a life time to 
travel and make money. Qualify as a Daewoo 
Campus Advisor and get a FREE trip* to 
Korea. Then you' ll be at the center of a unique 
marketing program that will launch Daewoo 
into the U.S market during 1998.** 
From the moment you arrive in Seoul, Korea 
this summer your days will be crammed full 
of exciting, new experiences. You'll see Daewoo 
products, visit Daewoo production facilities and 
enjoy Korean cul ture. The "Discover Daewoo" 
program is an experience you'll never forget. 
Then when you return to 
college as a Daewoo Campus 
Advisor,*** you1l have the 
opportunity to earn money and 
purchase a new Daewoo car at a 
substantial discount. 
Help build a new car company by helping us 
market Daewoo cars during your spare time. 
• C(Jmp/rlf' tlf'tmllf •• Ill bto JKUt•u:kd ot o lolrr date. 
u U!!/o•JC u{ thllf !lflf:IY/m trill'' I 'On' IO romply Wlfh l"t'lfWU.-Illat .. I"Qlu/aiiOtl&. 
• • • Subjr!d to rlw•h4111Y mMI (111(111/irniiOOA 
5 ADVERTISEMENT May 18, 1998 
$400 CASH BONUS 
toward purchase or lease* 
C\\£CKnOU1 
ON1H£WEB. 
www.ford.com 
1998 Ford Escort ~ 
You've hit the books. Now it's time to hit the road. Ford can help. College seniors 
and grad students get $400 cash back* toward the purchase or Ford Credit 
Red Carpet Lease of any eligible Ford or Mercury. It's academic: pocket the cash, 
grab life by the wheel. For more College Graduate Purchase Program info, 
call1-800-321 -1536 or visit the Web at www.ford.com 
Robert 
Stevenson 
"Don't be afraid to make a mistake, your readers might like it." 
William Randolf Hearst 
W ell, it was yet another drab week here at Columbia and I was pondering ... "What, oh, what I could write about this week." Out of the blue, well , out of our mail anyway, an 
idea hit me. We got a lovely memorandum from "Concerned 
Consultants at The Writing Center" who are "concerned about the 
quality of a paper that is reflective of an academic institution." I'm 
assuming that they think The Chronicle casts a deep, dark shadow 
upon this school 's pristine image. I feel that, if we even contribute to 
some "negative" image of the school, The Chronicle is here to tell 
people what 's going on in and around campus-be it good or bad 
news-and the school 's reputation speaks for itself as actions speak 
louder than words . (I bet they are grinding their teeth over the 
cliche.) 
But let's get to the bottom line here, that bas ically the people who 
work in the writing center are calling all of us at the paper a bunch 
of idiots. How kind of them! I wonder if these "consultants" know 
that all students who enroll in the workshop class for the newspaper 
have to complete English Composition I with a C or better. Hmm, 
what department are the consultants from? Where is English Comp. 
I taught? Could it be in the same department??? 
I also wonder if they can claim partial responsibility for the poor 
grammar and writing skills witnessed within these pages s ince all 
staff members are sup~sed to £ass English Comp. I with a Cor bet-
ter to be in {feil.l::il liiiiJ!I"'n;a'"!'W<(li:I:J A's in my English 
Composition •eWssel a dvenlt6QJ/a:&lt:lifs~r of tutoring at the 
Writing Center, again earning an A and yet I lowered myself to work 
on a paper that con!J!£~Jes. syFh ,fiiJ~ to the campus. Now I can' t 
speak for the grades-t5f. bther.lCb,.,jnicle staffers, but they have all 
taken and passed Engl ish Comp. classes ... ls this where the other 
shoe drops? I' l, i t.f' I IH ) ·, 
What yoq Qt;ellf8u.v<ler~ta~- i~.~al "iiO provide a service to the 
people of tlfis•!k~o6~. (If~t! '#lrHI't ar\l~Ml'nl.my thmgs would go 
unreported to all around campus. A blanket of ignorance would sti-
fle our little Columbia community. Like I' ve said before, not all 
news is good news, I do wish it could all be good news, but that isn ' t 
the reality we li ve in . 
Also you must remember that we are human. Humans make mis-
takes. 
Yeah, I guess a group of people who get paid for only about half 
the time they actually spend working on the newspaper are just 
putting out a piece of trash that we should all be ashamed of ' What 
a shameful show of hard work and dedication they have! 
Another point they had to make was that anyone who works on 
this rag would be ashamed to show it to a possible employer. As a 
senior I am proud to show this paper to any prospective and current 
employer. Proud because they know that it takes a lot of hard work 
to produce a newspaper every week. When I worked at WLS-TV the 
producers and anchor I worked with were excited that I worked for 
the school paper and thought that it was a great thing. Hmm, two 
guys with a combi ned 25-plus years experience as PROFESSION-
AL journalists said working here was a good thing. But wai t there's 
more' At FOX News Channel , all of the producers and reporters 
were again impressed with the idea that I worked on the school 
newspaper. They even went as far to say that the paper looks pretty 
good. Again a possibly compliment from a group of PROFESSION-
AL writers. I guess they don't know what they are talking about. 
The best of the whole memo is the last two lines. 
"If we want to remain a qua lity institution, we need to be respon-
sible for the caliber of wri ters who enter the journalism fi eld (which, 
above all, demands that the reporter/writer be accurate) after they 
graduate from Columbia College Chicago. Please help us in this 
task." 
Help you in that task? If you had a clue about journalism you'd 
know that we are our own greates t cri tics of our work. Do you think 
we don' t see our errors? Some stuff gets past us. I know it's hard to 
believe after you've been staring at computer screens and pages and 
pages of copy for hours on end that some things get past us. We 
strive for accuracy all the time. Granted we aren't perfect- we are 
students still learning things day in and day out, but we do the best 
we can. I guess that doesn't meet the high and mighty standards of 
the "consultants" in the Writing Center. 
After read ing thi s I felt infuriated by the last two lines. Is this 
some sort of slam against the journalism program here? I know of 
several people who are working at television stations, newspapers 
and magazines who worked on The Ch ronicle in the past. It must be 
a miracle that they were hired! 
Time and time again people complain about the quali ty of The 
Chronicle, even journali sm faculty, but my comment is to all who 
complain . .. quit bitching about it and come over here and work with 
us! We would welcome the help of people who are "consultants" to 
the English language. 
Lighten up people! 
Editorials are the opinions of The ChronJcle. 
Colu:m~ are the opinions of the autho.ri. Views 
expressed a.reJl,'t necesl!arlly the opinions of The 
Chronicle, Columllla's joumalls~ departtuent or . 
Columbia College. 
'Letters to the EdlWJ' must include your full 
name, yea.r and major, Letters em be faxed to 
31-2/427-3920, e-malled to chron9,6@ lnterac-
cess.co~. malled to 623 S. Wabash Ave., Suite 
205, Chicago, n, 60605 or posted on the 
Chrop.icle'• Interactive forum at · 
http:/ /www.5 .lnteraccess.com/chronicle 
Letters to 
the Editor 
What about the people 
who have to put up with 
drug use in the dorms 
I would like to comment on a cover story in 
your last issue regarding marijuana drug busts at 
the Residence Center. Actually, I lived there for 
three semesters and would like to tell you what it's 
like to share an apartment with illegal drug users. 
I am personally infuriated with the comments of 
some people in your cover story regarding how 
they felt illegal drug use was a minor infraction 
hardly worth the extreme penalties issued by the 
Chicago police and Columbia. Marijuana is ille-
gal, and it's crucial for the student body of the 
Columbia dorms to realize what "illegal" means. 
During my freshman year at the dorms, Fall 
1996, I moved into a non-smoking apartment with 
three other people who I later learned were pol 
smokers. Every time I politely asked them to 
smoke the stuff any"(here else on earth other than 
the apartment where I lived, they socially ostra-
cized me with only the highest level of verbal 
abuse and intimidation. They blamed me for their 
disappointing sex lives and accused me of stealing 
food as their juvenile justification for consuming 
illegal substances in a college dormitory. I only 
faced worse attacks from therrl' whenever they 
learned I tried talking to outsiders about my prob-
lems with them. · 
Even worse, the Residence Center's director, 
Mr. Daniel Betts, operated on this school's "3 
strikes and your out" policy which allowed this 
trio of single-digit-IQ losers to openly brag during 
a "room-mate resolution" meeting with the build-
ing director and assistant director that they will 
always smoke marijuana and see no reason not to. 
To add insult to injury, I was the one ordered to 
move out of the apartment, while the guilty as sin 
narcotics users received a slap on the wrist. Over a 
year later, I feel much better living on my own. 
Those weed lovers at the donn who were recently 
caught red handed only received partial justice. 
If given a chance, I would have locked them up 
in the nearest maximum security prison until the 
next electric chair was available. You see, too 
many of the dormitory idiots you interviewed only 
thought about the criminal drug users' problems. 
But who writes cover stories for the innocent stu-
dents like me who are caught in the middle, stuck 
in a dorm room with junkies? The roommates, rel-
atives, co-workers and anyone else touched by a 
threesome of cannabis addicted children, and no 
one deserves what I got. These pot-smokers were 
clearl y informed of the policies forbidding illegal 
narcotics and they chose to ignore the law. Thus, 
every single one of them deserves only the worst 
punishment society can administer under the law. 
Marij uana is illegal for a reason, and I don' t see 
anyone of the protesters pushing for its' medical 
legalization in any serious pain or illness. 
I know your article was trying to give a bal-
anced view point, but there is no view point for 
narcotics. You may not realize it, but the actions of 
these drug-addicts only destroys the value of a 
diploma from this college. Imagine a prospective 
employer reading your dormitory-drugs article 
and then interviewing a graduate from that same 
school. Would you pay a pot-smoker $36,000 a 
year for a job your whole business and livelihood 
depends on? I'm no fascist, but I strongly feel 
every single drug-user in this school only deserves 
a permanent expulsion with no refund of tuition. 
After all, they would only spend the refunded 
tuition on dope anyway! Thank you very much for. 
your time, and please have a nice day. 
David M. Blumenthal 
via snailiTUlil 
Administration should 
rethink U-Pass pass 
I just got done reading about how Columbia 
rejected the U-Pass proposal by the CTA. I have 
just one question, WHY? The answers put forth in 
the article seemed to me to be vague and frankly, 
unsubstantial. All we would have to pay is $60 per 
semester? O ne hundred and twenty per school 
year? And the reason for turning it down was 
because it wasn't fa ir to the full-time students who 
didn 't want to have to pay for it because they 
wouldn't use it? Can anyone say "library fee?" 
And what about the fact that our registration fee is 
now $50 instead of the usual $30? Sure, sure. I 
know it's to avoid those vomit-inducing long lines 
while registering. But hmm, registration fee ... pay-
ing $4( !!! !)per week for transportation. (I ' ll spell it 
out for you: $60 per 15 week semester= $4 per 
week.) 
And how about that $ 1,000 hike in tuition we 
fu ll-timers get next year? Talk about not fair. 
Letters continued on page 7 ... 
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Letters continued ... 
Where is all the money going to? (And don't you dare say 
P-Fac.) Maybe I' m opposed to paying for some of that 
stuff, but ~.obo,dy asked me .if I cared. And now they're 
clatmtng we re dotng thts for the students?" Did 
Columbia even try to get a student response to use the U-
Pass I certain ly d idn't get asked . 
But I certainly got the impression that most of the stu-
dents were in favor of U-Pass. So is there anything we 
can do? Or are we doomed to be in the transportation dark 
ages forever? 
ters, just two more than the minimum. He walked NONE, 
after having control problems in his first few starts. And, 
perhaps most significantly, he is ONLY 20-years-old, 
younger than both of us. 
This story should have given you the inspiration to 
write at least a column fi lled with your " unique" grammar 
errors and unoriginal thoughts . Yet, instead, you were too 
lazy. So you took the week off and blamed it on your so-
called "senioritis." Well , that's j ust brilliant, Sara. There 
ought to be more awards given to "writers" like yout 
. I personally pay $60 per month minimum for the CTA. 
Amanda Snyder 
Junior, Fiction Writing Major 
via snail mail 
Stxty dollars per semester is a drop in the bucket . And we 
could use it fo~ going to places other than school, am I 
nght? So what s the deal? Aren't we supposed to have a 
student representative or government now for these kinds 
of things? Where are they? 
'Wood' Sara write some-
thing please 
The fact that you failed to mention the biggest story to 
happen in Chicago sports all year long proves that you are 
a complete failure at your job. Kerry Wood's 20 strikeout 
performance last Wednesday against the Astros was one 
of the greatest accomplishments ever by a Chicago Cub. 
P.S: I' m sure you' ll try to cover your ass in th is 
week 's column by telling of Wood's la test record. But. 
then again, maybe I should inform the few Chronicle 
readers in case you still have a case of that "senioritis." 
Ahh, the resources available at Columbia. Does it have 
a school cafeteria or meal plan? Nope. How about ade-
quate (and I ain't talk in' about stuffing kids into the Essex 
Inn here) residence hall s? Guess again . And does 
Columbia - a self proclaimed commuter school - even 
attempt to defray the transportation costs of its students? 
Apparently not. 
Now I know The Chronicle isn' t responsible for any of 
this stuff, but I' m just hoping to strike a fire in people, if 
you ' II print it. 
By the way, it has occurred to me that I am possibly in 
the minority here, and if I am, then so be it. I' ll shut up. 
There were enough amazing fac ts about his ach ieve-
ment that even you could have filled up a column without 
your usual, meaningless drivel interfering. Obviously, he 
tied the major league record of20 strikeouts, set by Roger 
Clemens in 1986 and again in 1996. It was ONLY the 
fifth start of his young career. He ONLY gave up ONE 
hit, a ground ball off Kevin Orie's glove which easily 
could have been scored an error. He ONLY faced 29 bat-
In his next start, Wood struck out I 3 Arizona 
Diamondbacks en route to his fourth victory, giving him 
33 strikeouts in consecutive starts. This beats the previ-
ous record of 32 strikeouts in consecutive starts, shared 
by Luis Tiant, Nolan Ryan, Dwight Gooden and Randy 
Johnson. 
Now you can write all about the Bulls boring series 
against Charlotte instead1 
Lawrence Benedetto 
Broadcast Joumafi.1·m Major 
via email 
(Doubtless you've all been wondering about the protracted absence 
of Sam Walters...no? ... oh, well, I mean, its not like he would've cared 
or anything. Sam Walters wasn i some pathetic, approhation gobbling 
slob with an obese ego. Honestly, I 'm amazed you'd even ask Anyway, 
heres the sad news.-ed.) 
Dea r friends and family of Mr. Samuel P. Walters: 
It is with the deepest sadness that I must convey news of Mr. 
Walters' recent death. Mr. Walters was found unconscious this past 
weekend on the steps leading up to his loft apartment. He was 
rushed to the hospital by friends, but tragically, was pronounced 
dead on arrival . A post-mortem examination of his body showed 
his blood to contain a wide variety of drugs, both in toxic levels and 
lethal combinat ions. Strangely, his left arm was also frostbitten. 
Review of his private journals reveals Mr. Walters was a partici-
pant in a medical study at South Side University at the time of his 
death. Mr. Walters had apparently borrowed ext ravagantly from 
his student loan fund and was seeking relief from heavy debt when 
he enrolled in the study. South Side University purports to pay 
study p articipants four hundred dollars on completion of four " ses-
sions" though it rema ins unclear whether a ny of the test subjects 
involved have actually survived the study to collect that sum. No 
definite connection can yet be drawn between Mr. Walters' involve-
ment in this medical study and the cause of his death, but it is the 
belief of this la w firm that such a connect ion must, does exist, and 
it is our intention to file suit on behalf of Mr. Walter s' estate against 
South Side University. To generate support for his case, we have 
reprinted here one of Mr. Walters' last journal entries detailing the 
conditions of the study. We are certain you ' ll find the evidence com-
pelling. 
Journa l of Samuel P. Walters: 
You know, I don ' t have a slight, sneaking suspicion that I got far, 
far more than I bargained for when I s igned up for thi s study. Don ' t 
have a hushed little voice whispering in my ear that this may prove to 
be the most di fficult, most dangerous four hundred dollars I' ll ever earn 
in my soon to be short li ved existence. No no no, no s~llht sneaki~ sus-
etc ton, no hushed ltttle votce ............. l HAVE A THUND~R-
ING SHOUT!!! Screaming at the highest possible decibels, 
tearing at the very fiber of my being, and rupturing the ear drum of my 
soul with its PIERCING SHRIEK!! Sweet Mother of God, what have 
I gotten mysel f into?! Who is the person resposible for sending THE 
check- the enti re, consolidated sum1- for my student loan to my 
house? Who is this person? Find them and bring me their H EAD! I feel 
certain they ' ll soon be responsible for my death . I realized this today 
around one thirty in the afternoon while my arrn was immersed in a vat 
of ice water- no, f-that, liquid nitrogen- and I was rapidly slid ing into 
shock. (NOTE-Today's tortures didn ' t even constitute a real session, 
but merely a "practice session," and didn 't include the entirety of the 
physical horrors, including injec tions, catheters, fou l elix irs and 
enforced sobriety, that I understand are shortly to be visited on me.) 
I arrived the S.S.U. laboratories around noon, and was greeted by 
Dana, the "technician" scheduled to run my sessions. The lab hadn't 
been converted to accommodate human guinea pigs, and boasted two 
large, deceptive ly comfortable looking hospital beds with thick, fluffy 
pi llows- probably to mumc the screams of study participants- at 
either end of the room. Dana was a demurely dressed, so ft spoken 
woman in her late twenti~s who, fo r her placid demeanor and projected 
aura of careful concern . cou ld never be pegged for the inhuman 
Mengele di sciple she was later revealed as a sadt st ofsuch ep ic pro-
portions , she is probably rendered orgasmtc whtle tnducmg patn tn oth-
ers. "So, you think you ' re going to sign on'>" she asked sweetly, inno-
cently. "Surct " I returned with happy alacrity. Oh good1" she jumped, 
biting back on an almost sexual exc l!cmcnt. Her face struggled to con-
tain the boiling lust now bubbling j ust beneath the surface of her fea-
tures. What 's that 's unnerving twinkle in her eye, I thought stupidly. I 
felt suddenl y very uneasy. 
(continued next week) 
Wisk away pesky people 
By Sarah McNa bb 
Correspondent 
Ya know, I am truly amazed that there are so many useless and ridicu lous items on the market today that people are actually 
making money from. If it is not the product , it is 
the ludicrous way these bozos are trying to adver-
tise them. Now, I suspect your asking, "what the 
hell?" so I will cut to the chase. I was fl ipping 
through some type of home health magazine and I 
found a "Squirrel Chaser. "yes, feel free to read it 
again, and the ad states: 
" Keep squirrels away from your bird feed-
ers, garden, or anywhere else you choose by 
placing Squirrel Chaser pouches in the a rea yo u 
want to protect. Pouches contain all-natural 
ingredients that create a scent that squirrels 
just won ' t go near! ($7.99)" 
Now, don't get me wrong, squirrels are pesky 
critters, but if the guy who came up with this idea 
really wanted to make bank, all he needed to do 
was target the real problem. Not squirrels- people I 
We all encounter people everyday that we desire to 
repe l in some way. Girls, you could effectively 
stop that guy from English class who keeps ask ing 
for your number - fell as, you too can put an end to 
panhandlers bugging you on the street. 
I'm talking about a People Chaser. These bags 
would be filled wi th all-natural ingredients that 
people just won 't go near1 All you need to do is 
simply hang the People Chaser pouches from your 
Jansport bags, or even hold them out in front of 
you tied to a long stick. Undesirable people come 
around, you wave your pouches, and they scatter 
like beetles. (Just fill a few pouches with burnt 
popcorn and diesel fuel and that would repel me 
the hell away!) Various scents could include: liver 
scented, cat diarrhea scented, urinal cake scented, 
or original body funk scented pouches ($19.95). 
How 'bout it, science? 
Another shockingly available item that some 
schmuk is li ving large from is the children's book 
by Chris McGowan entit led Make Your Own 
Dinosaur Out of Chicken Bones. The ad reads: 
"Tired of model a irplanes? Turn the remains 
of your Kentucky Fried supper (plus a bunch of 
common household stuff such as wire, glue, 
toothpicks) into a miniature of a n Apatosaurus 
(still mista kenly called a Brontosaurus) with 
these foolproof instructions from a respected 
zoologist a nd paleontologist. A kitchen-table 
challenge ... a clever concept ... a gift to go with 
the chicken soup. ($13.00)." 
Now, is it just me, or, does anyone e lse find this 
disturbing? The ad stated: "from a respected zool-
ogist and paleontologist," but I'm going to go with 
my natural instincts on thi s one and say NO. I'm 
also not sure what health authorities would say 
about thi s, but any kid who would crack into this 
book with zeal has either reserved his place at the 
ward. or has a solid future as JoJo the Idiot Circus 
Boy. 
The real money would lie in a book called 
"Bring That Dead Family Pet Back to Life Using 
Duct Tape and Glass Marbles" . .. well ... why 
not. .. IT IS JUST AS SANITARY' 
All ri ght, all right, I'l l stop now, besides, some-
where people actually do use these things - sad and 
demented- but they do. The wish in my heart is 
that none of them arc related to me. These items 
rank right up there with stainless s teel tongue 
cleaners, little dresses for bottles of hand soap that 
appear to some people as being 'naked ', and 
miniature lottery machines (minus the money) that 
you play at home. Dear students, please be aware 
of these atrocities. Before purchasing, ask your-
selves the following questions: Do I feel it neces-
sary to buy pouches of 'all-natural ' stuff- which 
could tum out to be mercury because, hey, that:, 
'all-natural'- to scare away litt le Slappy the 
Squirre ls? Or to build prehistoric creatures out of 
dead bird appendages? My fri ends, think it 
through. Please, think it through. Until next time, 
watch out for psychotic products as these, and the 
people who buy them. 
X A D \" E R T I S E M E :\ T \I a ·' I S . I 'J 'J X 
ES Meeting Notice 
Thursday, May 28 5:00pm. 
Location: A TC Studio H 
676 N. LaSalle St. 312/482-9068 
Meeting Topic: Meet two 27 year olds who 
run their own Co. in the "Real World" 
Josh Thompson and Danny Walker are the founders of Point Source 
Corporation, a Technical Systems Project Management Team based in Las 'vegas, NV. Point 
Source Corporation is int imate with aggressively scheduled, large venue and techrica!ly 
advanced installations. They provide real-time design and installation input, coordinat!or. and 
comp11ance veriflcation, project documentation and materia is contra! in order to bring a 
project in on t:me and under budget. 
!Jarmy's sp~clalty is t heatrical lighting design where Josh's strengt h lies in audio technology. 
~ome of their past project s inciude L.A. Raider's new stadium, the Arizona Diamondback 
star.lium, the Hard Rock Hotel in Las Vegas, and t he Las Vegas 
Motor Speedway. Currently, t hey are working on a new baseball 
stadium in Phoenix, Arizona. 
These guys are deflnite!y worth meetinq. They can 
talk shop all night if you let 'em! 
Refreshments will be 
serve d. 
See you there! 
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Fash1on 
By Tracey E. 
Staff Write 
On Wednesday May 
of the most concepti 
ning, organization ar 
highly impressive for 
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Thames 
' 13th, Fashion Columbia presented its second annual exhibition showcasing some 
ual and artistic garments from fashion major students here at Columbia.The plan-
1d work efforts by students and the Columbia College Fashion Association were 
r an event of this caliber. The event took place at the posh and elite Ritz Carlton 
;hicago. 
mbia Began eleven years ago with aspirations of developing a program for students 
esign curriculum where fashion would be represented in its most broad definition. 
1arments, illustration, photography, jewelry, painting, sculpture, literature and yes, 
· Excellence Award was presented this year by the Colombia College Fashion 
to Maria V. Pinto, a native Chicagoan who entered into fashion studies in the late 
proprietor of Maria V. Pinto Designs, Inc., which is currently in its sixth year of busi-
ncludes exclusive boutiques in every major metropolitan area and was quite evident 
3r 1998 spring collection designs that were displayed at the exhibit. 
· Excellence Award is given annually by the CCFA to designers as recognition of 
1 aesthetics, business professionalism, entrepreneurship and community involve-
nclude exclusive designers such as Tommy Hilfiger, Mark Heister and Tiffani Kim. 
' reflections of who we are and how we feel, then the selections were endless that 
>ol Crepe suits with feather trimming to twenties styled pant suits and trumpet 
. mood, these amateur design students definitely set the standards. 
twless and came from meritorious agencies such as elite and David and Lee 
s should definitely be a hit this summer. Red, black and white multiples shaped like 
:; were worn wid finesse. With the new millennium right around the corner these 
o raise eyebrows. 
1ted the mood for each scene under the direction of their choreographer Amy 
tono;:f,nnenls we<e displayed, the danoe.s moved g'8dously to the soft and 
1t flo ·t~roughout the room1,_.,.~,igN1~1)1~ century garments were also shown and 
d with all~t paraphernalia leaping 'harmoniously to the tunes of a familiar classical 
1 t r~ . , , ~" 
l mood and whatever the statement, Columbia fashion designers proved to be the 
~s in the next century. It's quite evident we will see these designers are one's to 
1ing years. 
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Director Robert Redford philosophy on making 
a movie should be a college course. 
You film makers better bring out a pen, and some 
paper so you can take notes on "The Horse 
Whisperer." 
Instead of using today's technology, Redford say 
"the most important things in a film are having a 
good story and having one that is character dri ven." 
There is no doubt that "The Horse Whisperer" is 
character driven. 
'The Horse Whisperer," which was based on a 
to take a trip with her daughter and horse. 
From New York to Montana, Annie's whole per-
sonality changes from being an overbearing mom to 
being unconfident. There 's a scene in which Grace 
is in the back seat of the car and Annie is talking to 
her. Grace gives no response. You can see Annie 
wanting to give up over her frustration, but instead 
she adjust to her daughter. If Grace wants to be 
rude, Annie will be rude. The scene perfectly 
shows the audience how dysfunctional the family 
is. Even on this trip Annie leaves her husband 
Robert (Sam Neil) behind in New York. 
Then, at an area outside the hotel in Montana, 
Tom takes a look at Pilgrim. Pilgrim becomes very 
sensitive and becomes hard to con-
trol. Redford excels with his pin 
point focus on the re lation the 
horse has with Grace. The rela-
tionship is very important in a 
movie that deals with pain and suf-
fe ring. The audience can tunc in to 
every scene like it means that 
much greater. 
On the other side, Tom is a 
patient, cheerful loving man. This 
contrast works well with this film. 
Grace has to learn to be confident 
walking with one leg. Grace can't 
find the confidence, but Tom docs. 
There's an example where Grace 
and Tom arc in a truck. Tom gives 
Grace the keys to the truck telling 
her to drive. Grace is to scared to 
drive, but Tom says 
"No time like the present to 
start.'' 
Screenplay writers Academy 
award winner Eric Roth (Forrest 
Gump) and Richard LaGravencse 
(The Bridges of Madison County) 
did a great job adapting from the 
book to the movie. They focused 
on the key subplots of this movie 
from Graces difficulti es to 
Pilgrims inability to obey humans. 
Then, the relation between Annie 
and Tom becomes another plot. 
All three of the subplots connect in 
the film . The relationship between 
Tom and Annie would not be so 
effective if it wasn't for Pilgrims 
problems. 
Also Redford did the audience 
=-:---:...,---..:--.,-,:---:----,;-;,..--,-....,.----===-..-=::J good with emphasizing the 
changes in culture from Montana 
to New York. In Montana, Redford 1--_;_-----------------------' shows the family being honest with 
book by Nicholas Evans, is a compelling, compas-
sionate drama that focuses on a 14-year-old girl, 
Grace Maclean (Scarlett Johansson.) 
'fl'ie. movie begins in New York where Grace 
goes riding with her friend (on their horses) up a 
snowy hill, suddenly the horse slips on the hill , and 
falls back. Grace crashes into the ground, uncon-
sciously. Then a truck comes by and hits the horse, 
Pilgrim. Grace is taken to a hospital. 
After a check up, Grace gets her leg amputated. 
The decision was made by her mother, Annie 
(Kristin Scott Thomas), a high powered magazine 
editor. The decision of letting her leg get amputated 
is not the only stress on her mind. The other is what 
to do with the horse? The vet wants the horse to be 
k.illed because it was uncontrollable. Annie decides 
to hold it off. 
With her other worry, Annie first tries to help 
Grace build confi-
dence. She convinces 
Grace to go to school. 
Graces goes for an 
hour and then quits. 
After reali zing her 
daughter is not getting 
better emotionally, 
Annie tries to find a 
person to help Pilgrim. 
Annie reads 
one and other. Here again he shows a contrast 
between being dysfunctional to a close knit family . . 
Overall, Robert Redford is ravishing in his role 
as Tom Booker. Redford 's directing is even better. 
The energy put in this film is present by watching 
the film itself. The acting by Thomas is above aver-
age. There were times when I felt Redford should 
have given Thomas more leverage. She did not look 
comfortable as part of the dysfunct ional family. 
Johansson looked uncomfortable being an adoles-
cent. Even with having one leg, high emotions are 
part of the her role. Neil played a different role. 
Usually Sam reminds me of Redford's roles as a 
calm, keen person. Neil's more unsure of himself 
and Annie's mission to go to Montana, but after 
witnessing her daughter 'ation of characters brings 
another reason why this movie is amazing with its 
character driven energy. 
through bunch of mag-
azines and books. She 
finds an article about 
"the Horse Whisper. " 
She learns of Tom 
Booker (Rob~ rl 
Redford), a pe rson 
with a unique gift for 
curing troubled horses. 
Once Annie finds out 
that he li ves in 
Montana, she decides E~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.--J 
ADOPTION- A LOVING CHOICE 
PLEASE DON'T BE AFRAID TO CALL-
WE CAN HELP EACH OTHER. 
Loving, Secure couple will provide your baby with a lifetime of 
love an opportu.nities. Expenses paid. Please call Grant and 
Nancy at home collect ( 815) 398-8410, Office 1-800-464-8337, 
or Attorney John Hirshfeld collect (217) 352-7941. 
SUMMER JOBS !! 
Come work for Appropriate Temporaries in great Loop and 
Michigan Ave. locations. Earn from $7 - $ 14/hour with same 
week pay. We need word processors, data entry clerks, 
receptionists, and general office workers. We have minimum 
typing requirements for word processors. Excel and Powerpoint 
a Plus 1! For an appointment, call Miche lle (3 12) 782-7215. 
NO SELLING!!! 
Looking for people to interview customer of Fortune 500 c lients. 
$8 for good attendance, $9.50 for excellent performance, higher 
pay on weekends. Flexible hours. Located steps from Chicago & 
Franklin "L" stop. 
Call Today 3I2-640-2563 
APARTMENT AVAILABLE !!! 
1 Bedroom apartment available for sub-lease during summer of 
1998 (June- Early September) 
Fully Furnished: Kitchen, bathroom, bed, table, chairs, dresser. 
lamps, phone line set up and everything you need to get started. 
AIR CONDITIONING!! Onl y $440/month Really close to lake 
( I block from the beach!) and Public Transportation ( Red Line 
at Thorndale) For more information, 
Call DAVID at 773-561-6458 
DESIGNER/PRODUCTION ASSISTANT 
Microsoft 's Chicago Sidewalk has an immediate full -time 
opening for a designer/production assistan t to help bui ld general 
interests website in Chicago. Postition includes assisting 
Creative Manager with dai ly web page design, scanning and 
preparing art/photos for publication. Candidates should be 
enthusiastic, self-starters with strong communication skills. 
Expect to multitask and deliver quality work on deadlines. 
Proficiency with Photoshop and Illustrator required. Graphic 
Education including internet design preferred but not required. 
Daily publishing experience and photography skills plus. See 
current Sidewalk sites at www.sidewalk.com. Position is 
contracted and includes health benefits. Submit cover 
letter, resume and three 
work samples or URLs to: 
Michael Leone 
Chicago Sidewalk 
440 N. Welu St. Ste. 320 
Chicago, IL 60610 
fax: 3/2-396-1916 
a-mleone@microsofLcom 
Assemble Products; Mail Letters or Help the US gov't process 
FHAIHUD refunds. Hundreds of Home Bases Opportunitcs 
Available Right Now! 
No E~perience Necessary ! ! Information ??? 
Send $3.00 and a self-addressed #10 Stamped-Envelope to: 
WORK AT HOME 
p.o. box l/3 
Bethpage, NY l/714 
WOULD YOU LIKE TO PLACE 
A CLASSIFIED AD??? 
call 3 12-344-7432 and talk to an Ad vertising Rep 
from the C hronicle!! 
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'Ute tlllr<l aJtlltial "sct•eeJting" 
of ShllfCJlt SOIID(J. lVOJ•ks lvill be held 
'l,llttJ•sllay, ~lay 23J•(I at 7:00 Pl\'1 
in The Fe•·~-.tSOil Att(litoi•itttn 
600 Sotttlt ::\lichigttll A vetltte. 
1\ special, lligll·(lefuiitioit sotutd syste1n 
''ill be instttlle'l for this eve11t. 
Follolviitg the screenit1g 
tlteJ•e lvill be a etttere(l receptiott 
itt tlte 4th floor meetittg roo1n. 
All stttdeitts, iitstrttctoJ•s, fitcttlty, staff· 
an(l gttest.s of Coltunbia College 
are i11vited to atteJt(l. 
BROUGHT TO you by 
THE RAdio/SouNd DEpARTMENT, 
ANd THE ColuMbiA CollEGE CHApTER of 
THE Audio ENGiNEERiNG Socisy, 
----------------r-------~--------------------------------- ----- ~--
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By Frederic Bichon 
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICES 
HOBOKEN, New Jersey, May I 5 (AFP) - This New 
Jersey c ity on Friday paid tribute to legendary crooner 
Frank Sinatra, its most famous nati ve son, a day after a 
heart attack forever sile nced "The Voice." 
Reside nts of Hoboke n, whic h calls itse lf "the 
Birthplace of Baseball 
and Frank Sinatra," 
were quick to mourn 
S inatra's pass ing and 
praise the singer, who 
was pronounced dead in 
a Los Ange les hospital 
late Thursday. 
"Frank, we' ll always 
love you" said a card 
pinned to one of the 
bouquets of flowers 
starting to pi le up on a 
bronze star that reads 
"Franc is Albert Si natra 
- The Voice - Born here 
at 4 I 5 Monroe S treet, 
December I 2, I 9 I 5." 
The star - which marks the site of Sinatra's childhood 
On February 25, Miriam Roman of Chicago was 
shot and killed in front o f her four children, allegedl y 
by their father. This awful occurrence left behind 
Melissa, I 2, Stephanie, I I. Mall hew, 9, and Nicho las, 
I 8 months without any parental supervis ion or care. 
Their Aunt Iris and Uncle Alex became their guard ians, 
and have been in need o f fi nancial aid in cari ng for 
these children. 
Help is coming from the most unbelievable p lace . 
Liquid, a dance club at I 997 N. Clybourn and the 
Swing community planned to host a benefit for the four 
children, on Sunday May I 7. The benefit was to have 
featured Swing bands from the Chicago area and 
around the nation, along with dance lessons throughout 
the day and a few auctions in the evening. The bands 
scheduled to perform were The Hudson Irregulars, 
C hicago Jum p Company, The Riff Rockets, Alan 
Gresik's Swing Shift Orches tra, Indigo Swing, and The 
Penthouse Playboys. Dance Lessons were to be given 
by the Chicago Swing Half-breeds and Big C ity Swing. 
With Swing making a huge comeback th is year, th is 
I 920s dance craze was supposed to create a light mood 
to help in easing the suffering of these four child ren. 
Tom Linco ln a bouncer at the club as we ll as one of the 
event organizers, described the event as, "A wonderful 
opportunity to delve into the live ly world of Swing, and 
at the same time help four children who arc very much 
in need." He continued to say, "It makes sense that hap-
piness and energy of this type of music and dance, 
together with the generos ity of Chicago's communi ty, 
can begin to help uplift the terrible situation o f these 
children." 
Lincoln, along with four other members o f the 
home. which burned down several years ago- is one o f 
the major sights in th is city of 35.000, which sits across 
the Hudson Ri ver from NcwYork~ 
The singer, who d ied at age 82. left Hoboken and its 
large Italian-American community, at age I 7. But hi s 
image adorns T-shins. photographs and mugs sold at 
Pinky 's Anything and Every thing Variety Store. which 
specializes in Sinatra memorabilia. 
"Thank you for all the pleasure and the j oy you hrought 
to the world," Ralph and G loria Pillcgri wrote on a cer-
tificate bearing an image of the Vi rgin Mary that allests 
that the couple bought prayers for Sinatra. 
"He hasn't returned since his visit with (president 
Ronald) Reagan in the 80s. but his bond with Hoboken 
remained ve ry strong," said Frank Corado, a resident o f 
this city also know n for its 
Swing community attended Miriam Roman's memorial 
service to pay their condolences to Roman 's brother, a 
fr iend and fellow swing dancer. Fol lowing the service 
the five sat down and began to discuss how they could 
help these four children. Jodi Gcdansky, one o f the 
five, said, "We sat down and s tarted throwing out ideas 
about what we could do to help. and then it jus t kind o f 
took ofT, in a snowball effect." Gedansky explained 
that once the idea was out there everything just took off. 
People were offeri ng left and right to help out in any-
way that they could. People in the Swing commun ity 
used any connec tions they had to get publicity, flyers 
made, bands booked , and people involved. Gcdansky 
said, " It was so amazi ng how everyone wanted to get 
involved. People who couldn' t a ttend sti ll bought tic k-
ets and said how upset they were that they couldn ' t be 
there." People involved with the bene fi t are amazed at 
the generosity o f the communi ty. They say that it has 
been incredible how everyone has genuinely wanted to 
get involved to help these four wonderful ch i ldren~ 
The event was scheduled to take place between 3:00 
p.m. and midnight. It was $25 at the door and $20 if 
you had paid in advance. All money was to be given to 
The Miriam Roman Memorial Fund, which would be 
used in the care o f the four children left behi nd after the 
tragedy. 
Anyone that was unable to attend the benefi t is still 
encouraged to help the family in the ir ti me of need ~ 
Any person wishing to raise money or become a spon-
sor fo r the family can contact Torn Lincoln at (3 12) 
636-4632. Or you can send checks payable to: 
T he Mir iam Roman Memorial Fund 
c/o Midtown Bank 
I 955 North Darnen Avenue 
Chicago, IL 60647 
Attention: Ernestine Keefe, Account #60-00-4 I 69 
our an nual birthday bash on December I 2." stresses Patty 
Spaccavcnto. who took over management of the restau-
ran t and museum from her fa ther Joseph, also known as 
"Sparky.'' 
But Sinatra's relations hip wi th New Jersey and 
Hoboken had soured in 1985. after a casino com mission-
er ca lled him an ''obnoxious bully." 
And "The Voice" resented that Hoboken res idents had 
spoken to celebrity biographer Kitty Ke lley. who penned 
a controversial book on the s inger. 
Only afte r Hoboken chocolate maker Ed Sh irak pub-
li shed the praise-Jil lcd "Our Way." Sinatra agreed to 
return to Hohokcn to rece ive an honorary degree from 
Stevens Jnst itue of Technology. where the singer had at 
one time hoped to study. 
high concent ration of bars. rr=================================,.;'l 
.. He was a great 
It ali an-American ," added 
Corado, who angrily dis-
missed reports the singer 
had tics to o rganized 
crimes. "All these mob sto-
ries, that's bul I. " 
The strains of signature 
Sinatra hits like "New 
York, New York" or "My 
Way" now from passing 
cars as Jean Valentin, 69, 
her clothes covered with 
Sinatra buttons, poi nts to 
her right check, where she 
says "Frank ie" once kissed 
her. 
As Sinatra fans try to 
one-up each Sinatra best, 
some head for "Piccolo's 
Cheesecake Restaurant," 
which ri vals "Pinky's" col-
I e c t i o n. 
Pho tographs 
of the croon-
er cover the 
wall s of the 
eatery, a pile 
of pho-
tographs and 
books and a 
bottle o f 
"S i na t ra" 
wine, sit on 
an altar in the 
back room, 
and a banner 
wishes the 
s i n g e r 
" H a p py 
Is your long 
distance service as 
simple as this ad? 
H should be. 
Excel 's Dime Deaf"·' . 
:1.0¢ per minute for interstate calls .· 
24 hours a day. 
Call tocJay for rrwre information. 
Juan A. Carranza 
3 12-733-2854 Direct 
312-599-9967 Page 
. • !:~ . . ; ~ .<· ,,_,., • 
: ;, =~ :)'. ·~ · · ' ,> .• 
Birthday per cent anni." •lo==============================~!!l 
"We will keep on with • 
- ---
- -,....... ... ~·~·· 
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Tuesday, June 9th, 1998 
J2 noon fo 3pm 
600 S. Michigan, Room I 30 I 
Professional critique J 2 • J &y Mark Jepsen '89, Fox Sports Chicago 
Resume review - J • 3 
Have your tape reviewed and 
RECEIVE 4 HRS. OF EDITING TIME 
Refreshments will be served 
To register, drop by the Career Planning & Placement Office 
or call Grethia Hightower at {312)344·7280 
Sponsored &y the Columbia College 
Televison Deportment oncl 
Career Planning & Placement 
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By Terrhonda Young 
Correspondant 
Columbia College Chronicle and 
the Chicago south side welcomes the 
Hot House ' 
Hot House is breath taking! 
Once again Chicago has acquired a 
night spot that has a lot of class and 
pizzazz. The Hot House performing 
arts center reopened last weekend at 
31 East Balbo in the heart of the c ity. 
To kickoff thi s occasion a Samba 
Style processional from the old Hot 
House which was located 1565 N. 
Milwaukee in Wicker Park for the 
past seven years, to the new Hot 
House in the south side loop area. 
Top talents from across the c ity were 
invited and performed at the grand 
occas ion. 
The line up for the entertainment 
was A-1 ! The art center started last 
Friday eveni ng out with perfor-
mances by Ensemble Descarga, Ya 
Ya Kabo and Eight Bold Souls con-
cluded the evening. Saturday night 
was even bette r with Sones De 
Mexico, New Horizans Ensemble 
and ending it with melodies from the 
Caribbean with Jane Bunnell & the 
·L·.·oo:p 
. ~ ...... . 
Spirits of Havana: Chamalongo. 
Sunday afternoon concluded the fes-
tivities with twentieth century music 
by Ensemble Noamnesia • Corvus * 
Eric Leonardson/SteveBarsotti/Carol 
Genetti/Tatsu Aoki * Klang * 
Mobius Midicus * Gregoria 
Guuillermo/Carrie Biolo/Fred 
Longberg-Holm *and others. 
The Hot House is a place where 
progressive art s and culture from 
around Chicago and the world come 
and display their talents. It presents a 
new look at night life here in the city, 
a place where multi cultural people 
come together and embrace the di f. 
ferent music and other performing 
arts offered there. 
Hot House also offers a spot for 
poe try readings, Forums , arti st, 
dance and is a visual arts gall ery as 
well as a hall for weddings etc. 
The person behind it all is a lady with 
a diverse spirit, Marguente Horberg . 
Executive Director of the soc ial club 
and has been with the performing arts 
center s ince it's existence. 
The Hot House is generously sup-
ported in part by: The John D. and 
Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation: 
The Cultrual Facilities Fund; the 
STOPIIIU 
.~co~ttg ... ... li:~s~ a~ Chi"'' Cornrnooi<y T<o>< Tho ~ - ... "" ~~~E,j~~:~~~~~~~~:~1~~~~:! '\? t1~G~x ~J iJ 
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Coming this month will be perf or- By Nedra Gn!eo Martini's", where everyone 
manccs by ANN WARD on Staff Writer has' a (orum in which to 
Thursday May 21st. Colum b1a Urban express their personal ere-
Music Association (C.U.M.A.) will alive flow. The poetry was 
host an after party on Sat. May 23rd Picture a smoke-filled p a r t i c u I a r I y 
at 7:00 p.m. all tickets arc $ 15. room, filled almost to intriguing, it was so excit-
Schedulcd to appear w11l be SYNDI- capacity with people listen- ing 10 listen to these incite-
CAT and PSYCHO DRAMA. 47th ing to the smooth sounds of f ul,tho ugh t- provoking 
Street Jazz Rev1ew on Mon., May the creative flow bounding addresses to the mind. This 
25th. MIKE STERN on Tues. May throughout the room and club is definitely one of the 
26th. ENSEMBLE NOAMNESIA grooving to the vibe of best kept secrets in 
on Wed., May 27th. SAMANA on artistry io the air, You could Chicago. 
Thurs., May 28th. And GHANNAT- tell who the regulars were After a glass of wine and 
TA on Sat.~ May 30th.. . . . from the sound of fingers the Thai food from down 
That 1s JUSt the begmmng of It, -'" popping when they heard the street (can you believe 
the month of June, Hot House wil l something they liked as the they allow you to bring 
open _every mght of the week fo r your artists did their thing. On food inside?), I was open to 
conv~emence. . the quaint, cozy stage you whatever venue of creativi-
If you want to go to a very mcc see · a meek-looking . ty flowing my way. It was 
place w1th a mce atmosphere and woman, bellowing ouc · a flavorful compliment to 
good mus1c the Hot ~ousc 1s the spot thes~ ~trong melodic'lo.n:s.;o the drab serving of enter· 
for you. Check It out. . remm1scent of a buddli1st tainment available on 
For more mformat1on about the chant heard in the moun- Monday nights. This venue 
Hot House you can stop by or call t.ains of the East. was sponsored by Big 
(3 12)362-9707. The atmosphere is relaxed Mouth Entertainment and 
and mellow, giving the lis- with the kind of crowd in 
tenet a place to delve \nto there this past Monday, I 
the depth of creativity suspect there will be many 
about to be shared. No, this more "Monologues and 
place is not in New York's Martini's" nights. The 
infamous Soho village, ~ut atmosphere was great, the 
rather it is right in the heart drinks were great, the 
of Printer's Row on entertainment was even 
Dcatborn. And on better, and hey, even the 
Monday nights through out fnod from down the street 
the month of May, this oth- wa~ great You can check 
erwise cozy little jazz club out "Monologue and 
transform~ into a- meeting Martini" nights throughout 
place where all kinds, and the month ot" May--the 
that means all kinds, can experience begins at 8pm. 
showcase thei r talent. There aren't too many 
Whether it be poetry, Monday's left, so have fun 
singing, and of course and sec you there! 
monologues, hence the 
name .. Monologues and 
Soller Jobs 
Columbia College Library 
AMNESTY FOR OVERDUE FINES !~ .. !!.~y:~! .. ~~! ~ 
DESCRIPTION 
Do you hove overdue books? If you 
do, return them to the Library 
between May 18 and May 30, 1998. 
in order to receive amnesty for your 
overdue fines. 
CAUTION 
This is o one-time offer due to the 
Library's conversion t o o new 
computer system this summer. 
REWARD 
You will not be charged overdue fines 
for these books . 
$7.00 - $14.00 per hour. ¥ 
Great Loop and Michigan Ave. locations. 
We offer sa~~-.~~ek pay! 
We need people in the following areas: 
•!• Word Processing 
•:• Data Entry 
•!• Reception 
•!• General Office Work 
•we hove min1mum typmg requirements for word 
processor s. Excel ond PowerPoinr c plus! , . , 
0
/ 
~~~44 For an appointment, 
call Michelle 
(312)782-7215 .. ... 
APPRIPBIITE TEIPOIBIII 
By Wilfred Brandt 
Correspondent 
Film adaptat ions are by no means 
either a new creature or a rare breed . 
Lately it seems that movie screens are 
simply overnowing with the latest cine-
matic version of our favorite novels. 
Authors like Micheal Crichton and 
Elmore Leonard have more big screen 
translations than you can shake a stick at. 
But how often does an adaptation of a 
Hunter S. Thompson novel come along? 
Skeptical? I was too. Hoping to case some 
of our worries, director Terry Gilliam and 
actor Johnny Dcpp hosted a bevy of 
Chicago's most respec ted journalists, in 
addition to myself and Mancow, in the 
swank surroundings of the Four Seasons 
Hotel. 
I was a bi t nervous about my fi rst steps 
into the world of ' real ' journalism. Not to 
mention the subjects of my debu t inter-
view. Johnny Depp, whom I'd grown up 
with since his teen heartthrob days on "21 
Jumpstrcct"; and Terry Gi lliam, whose 
work on Monty Python had me humbled. 
Luckily, I found them both extremely 
down to earth and fri endly - more so then 
the intimidating and often quite preten-
tious fellow interviewers. God damned 
journalists. We only cat our own. 
In terviewed separately. both Dcpp and 
Gill iam touched on many of the same sub-
jects. They talked about how they hoped 
the film would be received, how intimi-
dating the adaptation was, and how they 
thought Thompson's work related to the 
times we' re li ving through now. 
Hunter S. Thompson is an enigma; a 
larger-than-li fe personality who embed-
ded himself in the lead character of his 
1971 landmark novel "Fear and Loathing 
in Las Vegas". Having fa llen in Jove with 
the novel at the age of 'eventeen, it's an 
unw.ual twi" of fate thai at age thirty four, 
Johnny Dcpp was now hcing asked to por-
tray the au thor - who wa' himself thirty 
four when he fiN drafted the drug addled 
novel. Unh ke hi' h10graph1c portraya l ol 
Ed Woou, wh1ch wa' p1eced together fr0111 
old documentation ol the h-movie direc-
tor, Dcpp wa' ahlc to ac tuall y interact with 
hi' human ' uhjec l mailer. Something he 
found lo he a hit daunting. 
"My 1nillall y reaction to the real per-
'""· my liN expencnce w1th llunler .. 
he '' lh" huge, hul kn1~ l1gure - llunler's a 
pretty ~Hg vuy - lwnhcn nv a<.:r o~oo.., the room 
Willi a lit\cr vun 111 Ju , one hanU, and a 
lluee '""' call le l""cl lull y e lectri lied in 
ill \ ctlhcr lt;md And pc(Jplc were !'.t.:all cr-
lllJ' , trymt~ If• }'CI c.ut n l I he way ami I j U\ 1 
tlu1ught '( )h lilY ( jc,cl 'I here ltc J\ 1'. lie 
\ ta l down and we had a dnuk , and we d•tl-
u't \ lop laup lun¥ fr w n the l llu~.; lie \ at 
down We went to "'' llou'c and WJtluu 
folly f1vc 1111nutc\ of hc HI~ at Ju, 111111\c, 
Hunter and I ended up 111 '" ' kll chen, a11d 
we wen; hwldnw a hwuh. We look 11 oul -
side in his backyard at night, and I shot it 
with a twelve gauge and it was an eighty 
foot fireball. Now that all happened with-
in the course of two hours." 
Johnny went on to dispel some of the 
misconceptions about Thompson, whom 
he described as a sensitive, caring man. A 
man who lashes out through his work at a 
world he finds absurd and irrational at 
times. Having befriended Hunter helped 
Depp to overcome the initial fear of trying 
to capture such a distinct literary figure on 
film. 
"I was appre-
hensive only up 
until I got his bless-
ing." Depp said. "I 
wanted to make 
sure that Hunter 
wanted me. I felt 
responsible, I really 
just wanted to do it 
right. For him. I' m 
not going to be the 
best judge of my 
work, I never am. 
All I know, is that 
when I was doing 
it , what I was living 
felt like Hunter." 
The idea of 
wan ting to do right 
by the novel, wan t-
ing to live up to the 
incredibly high 
expectations set by 
such an infamous 
work, was a con-
cern for Terry 
Gi lliam also. 
" You really 
want to try to do a 
great job. I mean, 
loving the hook 
you want to try to 
translate the thing 
well , and at the 
same time knowing 
that 's i mposs i hie. 
Whatever we were 
going to Uo was 
going to somehow 
disappoint. Thai 
was the pari you 
had to keep fight-
ing 111 gel hcyond." 
T ry 1ng to t;on-
vey suhlex l and 
deeper 111 can i ng.., 
em lil111 l:an he 
much more dJIIJ -
cult than Ill a nove l. What '' lo keep this 
111m from slid ing mlo a drug addled frcn-
'·Y ol hallucinations and lnppy camera-
work? Gilliam 's defense is thai, " ISomc l 
people may gel lost, and they' ll say "What 
the fuck w'" thai '/". IJut mayhe they ' ll 
U HIIC hack :md c.;hct.:k it again. I do know 
lht· ldut )'eh helleJ the more you watch it. 
The l11 \ ll1111e 11 \ ~ind o l a shock." 
Depp agreed wholeheartedly. "I think 
it's gonna be like the book is, in the sense 
that the first time you read the book, your 
cackling like a fiend. Your first reaction is 
"My God, that's the <funniest thing I've 
ever read in my life." And then something 
hits you, makes you think, and you read 
the book again and find that it's much 
more ... on a much deeper level, there's 
some profound ideas, some profound 
questions. So, uh ... what was your ques-
tion?" 
What was the question'! AI times. the 
interview session got off on tangents, then 
tangents on tangents, then tangents on tan-
gents on tangents . Until I didn ' t really 
know why I was there, if the people I was 
talking with had actually made a movie, or 
if the people aski ng questions had seen it. 
The roundlahle hecame entrenched in a 
debate on l:ontcmporary society and 
American values. One of my pet peeves is 
interviews that drift into philosophical and 
conceptual debates. I don't want some-
one's world view explained to me. If it 
doesn' t come across in their work, forget 
about it. It doesn' t exist. 
Gilliam talked about how he hoped the 
subtext, the tone, the disgust with domes-
tic complacency that the characters in 
"Fear and Loathing" felt would relate to 
contemporary audiences. He lovingly 
referred to the fi lm as a 'cinematic enema' 
for the nineties "Trying 1o ~lear tf/e s:t.s!em 
out and start afresh;" lie sam. '11'\n' Ia{t: I 
originally wanted to do this in the begin-
ning of the Nineties." 
"I don't make films just as films," 
Gilliam stated. "They're there hopefully 
to stir things up, to try and get people to 
think again. React. To put them through an 
experience. They come out and hopefully 
something's changed there, or they've 
been made to think about something or get 
angry, whatever. Just react - don't just sit 
there and have all the work done for you 
by the guy who made the movie. I want 
the audiences to be involved. 
Audiences were certainly stirred up by 
the numerous puking scenes within the 
film (i f you' re going to do that many 
drugs in a film, there's bound to be a little 
puke). One interviewer said his nose 
twitched during a particularly vivid 
sequence. "I love the fact that people are 
saying things like that, 'You can actually 
smell this film.' I love that. You can actu-
ally almost taste it. Something about try-
ing to break through the celluloid barrier." 
Terry Gilliam seems to have a penchant 
for vomit in his films. Is he for some rea-
son particularly fond of regurgitation? 
"No, I hate it." Gilliam replied. "I'm j ust 
trying to get it out of my system." 
After an hour of questions, a couple 
pieces of candy, some minor problems 
with tape recorders, and various knocked 
down attempts at questions for the super-
stars, I was bored and ready to go. Not to 
mention my incessant fidgeting due to the 
four glasses of water trying to get out of 
my bladder. Luckily, the interview had 
come to an end. But there was one last 
question. 
Mancow piped up with the question on 
everyone's mind. (Actually. one of his col-
leagues started to nsk. only 10 have 
Mancow heat him to the punch with "So. 
were you fuckcd up through the filming of 
this movie?") 
Johnny Depp was coy nt lirsl. avoid-
ing the quest ion. Finally, he admitted. 
"No. I think if I had he en getting loaded 
during the making of this lilm I would 
never have li ved. I mean you 've gottn he 
really, really, horrihly focused." 
Gi lliam defended his drug induced 
llick. "Some people have heen saying it 
feels like they're on n drug trip - the movie 
itself. Thnt's ~nfcr tlmn rcnl drugs. isn't it'! 
Cheaper too." 
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Hot neW' star 
rl Fudde·rman 
lks about ne 
vie 'Shoo<tt 
By Tiffany Golis 
Staff Writer 
Fis 
cash, who learns her employers 
arc con artists, but also arc just 
two good guys in spite o f every-
thing. Dan Fuddcrman, well known 
for his part in "The Birdcage" as 
Val Goldman, the son o f a middle 
aged gay couple who's comic 
encounters begin when Val's 
fiancee, and her self righteous 
straight and conservative parents 
meet for the first time. 
I recently had the privilege to 
sit down and talk to Fuddcrrnan 
about his latest film and future 
projects. His hotel room at the 
Ritz Carlton had only been occu-
pied for 18 hours, as he sat com-
fortably on the couch in the small 
living room. A movie poster was 
displayed on a stand in front of 
him of the film "Shooting Fish." 
you' re servi ng them 
burritos and they say 'Wow' 
We paid for a college educa-
tion for this,' but then they 
come to the opening of the 
Birdcage or Shooting Fish and 
the entire fam ily is there." ;=::::;;m!aiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii-iliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii;:::;,::;::::;:===:::;;;;;=:::;;;r::i 
He doesn ' t consider him-
self much of a method actor, 
less than Robert DeNiro but 
more tha n Dom Deluise. 
Fudderman said, "It 's not 
entirely helpful to ask ques-
tions that aren't helpful to 
develop the character, like ask-
ing what does Dylan eat for 
Fudderman is no t o nly a 
screen actor but an accomplished 
stage actor and his latest ventu re 
was in "Shooting Fish ,'' the 
romanti c ad venture o f two 
c~arrning young swindlers and 
their female accomplice engaged 
in a modern day Robin Hood 
struggle to rip o ff the wealthy 
and return money to the poor, 
deserving orphans. ll1c catch'! 
They are the poor orphans. 
The fi lm features an energetic 
trio o f up and coming talent and 
a chemistry that works well on 
the scree n, Dyla n (Dan 
Ful!errna~) J ez (Stuart 
.;.ll Jf; './ <" Jl I I. ' 'd G' 1t .l l ~I (K to)Vnsen . an eorgte a te 
Beckinsale). 
Dylan and Jez are penni less 
orphans: Jez was raised in 
England's Our Lady of Suffering 
Orphanage and Dy lan in the 
American Fr ie ndl y Home for 
Boys, but each wanted one thing: 
to own a stately home someday. 
The plan is to scam, cheat and 
extort the two millio n pounds 
they need to purchase the ir 
happy home. Then comes 
Georgie (Beckinsale) who is a 
medical student in need o f quick 
Fudderman said he was 
inspired to become an actor dur-
ing his early years of schooling 
and la ter went into a hi atus dur-
ing his college years and gave up 
his teaching career for the big 
screen. H is first feature film was 
"Breathing Room." an indepen-
dent film which was shown at the 
Angelica Theater. 
Fudderman said "The next 
week [I] was approached by 
Ho lmes and Sc hwartz who 
worked closely w ith producers 
Glynnis Murray ani! Neil Peplow 
searching for their American 
Dylan." Fudderrnan thought the 
projec t was very funny and 
clever." The movie lost investors 
and had to put the project on the 
back burner but told him to keep 
them in mind. He was then 
approached again and the project 
was underway a year later. 
I asked him if his family sup-
ported him in his career and he 
said "Well, kind of because it 
takes different forms because at 
first it 's pity and they come and 
breakfast." 
His character 's evolution 
was discussed with the direc-
tor and how his American ro le 
should be portrayed as suave 
and interesting. Townsend 
and Fudde rman were new-
comers to Eng land and 
Fuddcrrnan said, "Stuart and I 
bonded because we were both 
new to the town, he's from 
Dublin and I' m fro m New 
York." The two went out and 
talked a lot, and then went to a ._ ____ _. 
boys' home and talked to some part." 
kids and each other to find o ut Fudderman said his dream 
what their character 's Ji ves role would be to play a role he 
would have been like. has already do ne "Angels in 
Beckinsale came to the set a America" which he heard may 
week later and the chemistry become a film. I asked Dan who 
between them mi xed well as they he would like to s tar opposite 
never worked together before, with and his cho ice was Rosie 
Futterman said " Kate was beauti- Perez but he said "That 's my 
ful. Her character's part was dirty little secret." as he doesn' t 
underwritte n in the orig inal mind if she produces or acts . 
script but she bro ught wit, humor Acting has changed the way 
and intelligence that added to the he looks at life. He said "In a 
couple of differe nt ways it 's 
changed my life and in some 
ways you find yourself watching 
people and get involved. Bad 
thing is you start watching your-
self." 
The actor Fudderman is just 
as humble o n the camera as he is 
off a nd the movie "Shooting 
Fish" is yet to be another Full 
Mo nty o r sho uld I say "full 
money" success. 
Power Of Our 2{hytftm 
By Timothy Mathews 
USIC it 's 
th ird annual music conference and it promises to be the 
bomb diggee '' T his Friday, there is a dinner scheduled 
to honor some of the best movers and shakers 111 the 
music industry that will take place at the Hilton. The 
cost is $15 per ticket and all the keynote panelists wtll 
be in attendance. You can pay for the conference and 
CUMA's exciting concert for only $25 if you act now 
(Janiclle Tay lo r and Lauren Ransom will be accepting 
$$$ til the actual day in the management department. ) 
The following day in the Wabash building, things go a 
little something like this: 
Sam - Doors Open/Registration 
lOam - Workshop I, Knowing Your Business 
(Managers, Lawyers, and Artist) 
II :45 - Workshop II, Knocking Down The 
Door (A&R 's, Engineers, Producers) 
I :30- Workshop III, Show Me The Money'! 
(Songwriters and Publishers) 
3: 15 - Workshop IV, Word On the Street (PR 
Firms, Record Promo, Indies) 
5pm - Workshop V, Pu tting It On (Distribut ion 
Co. and Retai I) 
5pm- Workshop VI, Bright Lights , Big Screen 
(Film Co. and Casting Agencies) 
At 7pm a concert wi ll take place showcasing Chi-
towns finest fro m selected groups that had their demo 
critiqued from the listeni ng session earl ier. The concert 
shall take place at the newly opened (and very nice) Hot 
House, on the corner o f Balbo and Wabash. A surprise 
special guest shall be in attendance and tickets for the 
concert arc onl y $15. 
(Part I of II) 
If you're a hip-hop head and think you have a handle 
o n the local scene here, then thi s particular group I'm 
about to mention shouldn ' t surprise you at all. ESP. 
which stands for Eye Sight Productio ns, is a crew com-
posed of three very gifted MC's. There 's Private Ion, a 
Columbia Sophmorc who seems to be the smooth but 
represent in· aspect of the trio. Then there's Ari Joffe. 
who is the producer of the group as well as the low-key 
member. Finally we come to Dinky. who is the fire in 
the group, the one who never stops moving on-stage. 
Ari and Private were working in some other projects 
when I fi nally caught up with the group. so Dinky. 
doi ng a really good job so lo, sat down with me and cov-
ered an array of subjects with me: 
How did the group come together and be known 
as ESP? 
" We all orig inal ly came from this group cal led the 
Peanut Gallery a couple of years back. It was ahouttcn 
o f us going around locall y putting it down. People after 
a whi le wanted to try their own indi vidual a>pirat ions so 
we split up into many cxtcn tions and changed our naml.! 
to the Peanut Gallery Network. Ari. Pri v. and myself 
clicked together so much we decided we wanted to stick 
wi th each other and ESP was born. which means anoth-
er way of life. The gallery o riginally was making so 
many contacts and they weren' t being uti lized that it got 
to the point that we decided enough was enough. Now 
though, Ho ly Nomatics is making moves. then there\ 
Perv, Anti-Crime, and CTC, and everybody's starting to 
buckle down for o ne another." 
20 SPORTS \Ia~ IS. I tJlJS 
E verybody relax. Take a couple deep breaths .... in .... out... m .... out.. .. 
Now listen to me. NO TEAM IN THE NBA RIGHT 
NOW CAN BEAT THE CHICAGO BULLS IN A 
BEST OF SEVEN SERIES ... NO ONE, NOT EVEN 
LARRY BIRD'S NEW NEST OF FLEDGUNGS!!! 
We have such a tendency to freak out in this city, that we actu· 
ally encourage cert~in things to happen (i.e. the two Jerrys toying 
with us about breakmg up the dynasty). If everyone would simply 
stop and say, OK, sure the Pacers could be tough to beat, and they 
are fairly experienced with playoff pressures, but th(_:re's no way in 
hell they can defeat the Bulls four times out of seven! It's as easy 
as that. 
Forget about the Rik Smits hoopla. Alright, so the guy is a cou-
ple inches taller and 20 pounds lighter than Luc, and he sure does 
plug up that hole in the middle pretty well. BUT, Luc has more sup-
port on the court (hey, that rhymes!) from every other position. 
.OK, OK, simmer down. Point guard, Mark Jackson, does pose 
qUite a threat. He was real hot against the Knicks, scoring a phat 
(yes ... p-h-a-t) triple-double in the last game to send New York on 
vacation for good. 
Other than that, we've got it in the bag. Michael Jordan Vs. 
Reggie Miller - no contest .. .it's all M.J. there. Small forwards 
Scottie Pippen compared to Chris Mullin: Mullin can s.hoot,.Pipp' 
scores. At power forward we've got Dennis Rodman up against . 
.Davis and Davis (Dale and Antonio, that is). The two make a good· 
team, but there's is no way they can even come close to matching 
the energy that Dennis brings to the floor. Our bench is full of tal-
ent well beyond Indiana, and our coach has seen a lot more in terms 
of playoffs and Championships- from the coach's seat, obvious-
ly. 
I have heard plenty of people say things like, "Uh oh, the Pacers 
are hot, I wish we were facing the Knicks or the Heat." Or, "So 
what d'ya think, d 'ya think the Bulls can do it again?" 
C' mon people, of course they can do it again. And again and 
again and again. Just like Boston way back when (that rhymes 
tO?!). Then it dawned on me. Chicago'TI'eeds to meditate, relax, put 
thmgs into perspective, and just chill damnit. ' 
And while we're relaxing about the Bulls winning another ring, 
let's also blow-off the Reinsdorf threat of absurdity. Hey, if Chicago 
is tom apart after this year, let's just say tb ourselves, "shoot, I 
would rather see them go at the top of their game than to see· 'em 
crumble and get swept under the rug."lt's kind of like Seinfeld say-
ing that's it, regardless of ratings and popularity, that's it. We won't 
reveal any series-long secrets, we won't have a tear-jerker finale, 
we' ll just do 'nothing' one more time, and call it quits. It's exactly 
like that! 
I think we also need to chill-out about this Kerry Wood charac-
ter. So what if he has a 100 m.p.h. fastball... the kid can't even go to 
the bar yet!!! Cub fans, before you retire his jersey, why don't you 
take him out and get him real drunk (like a true Cubbie backer) and 
see how he does with that. Shoot, you never know. The guy is 20 
years old. 20 years old! And, he looks like Ray Liotta! I can see the 
headlines now: 
CUB'S WOOD JAILED FOR PUBLIC 
DRUNKENESS 
or 
KERRY WOOD FOUND COMATOSE IN 
C{JJJBY BEAR BATHROOM. 
or 
FAST PITCH WONDER CAUGHT WITH 
CALL GIRL · 
Seriously, give the kid a break. Take the NBA for instance, we 
~ what happens when rou take a young guy, put tons of money 
m h1s pocket, and splash h1s face across every sports page in town. 
Most of them can't handle it. Most of us wouldn't be able to han-
dle it. Or at least I wouldn't be able to handle it ... I know that! My 
head would mflate so much I would cop ~ attitude than I 
already do (hard to believe, I know). 
I would go out to dinner every night, throw parties constantly, 
li~e in a stylin' pad, drive a nice car ... crap, I'd maybe even have a 
dnveway, a w;LShcr and dryer, a dish washer, ai r conditioning, etc. 
hell, maybe I'd even have a bedroom! ! (I live in a teeny, tiny stu-
diO apartment). 
I'd wine-n-dinc-n-party-go nuts. It'd be great. 
Oh man, sorry ' bout that, I was starting to get "Kerried" away. 
To quickly re-cap, my point is simply this: chill out Chicago ... the 
Bulls will prevail , the dynasty will eventually fall, and Kerry Wood 
ain't all that!!! 
Spoken like a true disgruntled White Sox fan. 
*note: make sure you read "Sara on Sports" for the next 
two weeks, because I ' m sorry to say, but they are my las t 
twn columns ... ever. Peace! 
Have a compliment or c;~~~lalnt 
about Sara? Email us at c;hron96,f!lln,teracc~·.,a_ .. ~qm 
A grand atte01pt to stu~ 
the ethics of sports 
By Bill Wallace 
Knight Ridder Tribune 
BECAUSE THERE ARE so many of them, and 
their credits so distinguished, the talkers seem like-
ly to outnumber the listeners at "The Sports 
Summit," an event described as an international 
conference on ethical issues in sport. The congrega-
tion will take place May 20-22 at the University of 
South Florida in Tampa. Conference organizer 
Marcia Sage, a lawyer from San Diego, has lined up 
such a diverse gaggle of ethicists, journalists and 
panelists that sparks cannot help but fly. An ethi-
cist? That's a fancy word for a philosopher, accord-
mg to Peter A. French, chairman of the philosophy 
department at the University of South Florida and 
director of its ethics center. Professor French, one of 
eight participants with a Ph.D., believes that this 
conference may lead to the founding of an academ-
IC depart~ent. of sports ethics at the university. 
South Flonda 1s a 42-year-old state institution with 
33,000 students and the usual set of sports teams. It 
is an ambitious institution in the athletic realm hav-
ing a launched a varsity football team last fail that 
in time will play at the Division 1-A level. 
NOAH WEBSTER' S dictionary tells us that 
ethics is, 'The discipline dealing with what is good 
and bad and with moral duty and obligation." Some 
may say _ethics in sports are in need of colloquy, 
g1ven mc1dents at the h1ghest levels of competition. 
Lef us cite spitting at an umpire, choking a ·coach, 
tossing a badgering fan out the window of a bar, 
drunken driving and drug arrests beyond count, 
assaults upon women friends, random fathering of 
illegitimate children and ill use of young athletes by 
pushy parents. It is easy to toss aside such behavior 
and say, as many do, that sports merely mirror our 
culture, our society. And since this is the alleged 
age of vulgarity, then why expect our most promi-
nent athletes to be impeccable role models. 
WAS IT EVER any different? Judge Alan Page, 
an associate justice of the Minnesota Supreme 
Court and once upon a time a key defensive tackle 
for the Minnesota Vikings football team, will give 
the opening address. Few will recall that during a 
I 978 game, Page refused an order from Coach Bud 
Grant to return to the field and continue to play. The 
next day Grant fired Page. Later, both were voted 
into the Pro Football Hall of Fame. But it's a coin-
cidence that the first conference session, minutes 
after the opening remarks , is entitled, "Violence, 
Aggression And Unsporting Behavior: Where to 
Draw the Line?" 
THE SPECTRUM of subjects to be masticated is. 
broad. Gender issues as in Title IX. Agents' influ-
ences. Media influences. Gambling. Minorities. 
Policing of college sports. Drugs. Concussions. 
Money. About 65 panelists will kick these subjects 
around. Fifty of these talkers are academics or 
authors or administrators - folks who have come 
to attach themselves to sports in one way or anoth-
er, like the always available Richard Lapchick of · 
U.S. trio makes charge 
in diving grand prix 
By Clark Spencer 
Knight-Ridder Newspaperl 
FORT LAUDERDALE - Jenny Lingamfelter 
had a college final waiting for her on the hotel fax 
machine. Emily Spychala was heading to her 
high-school prom in 24 hours. Katie Beth Bryant 
was bothered by a sore thigh. 
No wonder diving coach Jay Lerew was ecstat-
ic. 
Despite the distractions, the three U.S. divers on 
Friday still managed to reach the !-meter spring-
board finals in Friday's FINA/USA Diving Grand 
Prix at the Hall of Fame Aquatic Complex in Fort 
Lauderdale. 
" I think that was a great accomplishment for the 
girls," Lerew said. " It shows our team is starting to 
come on right now." 
Even though Chinese divers Guo Jing Jing and 
Zhang Jing dominated the event by fini shing 1-2, 
the U.S. team was overjoyed with Friday's perfor-
mance. Lerew said he couldn' t recall the last time 
so many U.S. divers landed in the finals of a major 
international competition. 
" It's been a while," he said. "It's good to see 
again." 
Bryant, Lingamfelter and Spychala finished 
third, fourth and fifth. 
'Tm so proud of us," said Lingamfelter who, at 
21, 1s the oldest of the three. "Every country has its 
ups and downs. After the Olympic star Greg 
Louganis era, we kind of had a lull. But I have to 
be honest. I think the Chinese have fallen a little 
bit, but that may he because we're rising." 
Said Lerew of the Chinese divers: "They' re 
strong, but we're catching them." 
Boston's Center for the Study of Sport in Society or 
free agent Kareem Abdui-Jabbar of basketball 
fame. The I 5 others are journalists, a tough. lineup 
of renowned writers and broadcasters who make a 
living these days not so much following the games 
but all the peripherals surrounding the contests. 
THERE-IN LIES a discomfort, if not a problem 
for some. We make so much ·of sport in America 
today, maybe too much. Suppose one day, some 
higher authority declares a moratorium on sports 
for, let's say, half a year. No games of any kind. 
What would happen then? A lot of people would be 
out of work and there would be less justification for 
conferences like this one, which will attract a few 
hundred listeners paying $250 each. Sports are sup-
posed to be about games, about playing, about fun. 
CHAT WILL NEVER replace competition. 
Consider the recent town hall of the airwaves at 
which President Clinton participated in a gabfest 
about minorities in sport. What do we recall of it? 
Only that Jim Brown, the 62-year-old former 
Cleveland Browns football player, scolded multi-
millionaire minority athletes for their lack of phil-
anthropy toward their less fortunate brothers. 
Professor French, the host of the upcoming confer-
ence, says its purpose is "to get the issues out, pro-
vide a forum." It won't be1 6Verly 'aclKI~mic( 
There' ll be no reading' of ' papers! The'~fofes5or 
foresees a natural addition of Is ports ethiCs to''lfie 
well~ established academic disciplineS- of business · 
ethics and medical ethics. · 
WELL, MAYBE. The television set, which mir-
rors the fields of play, has replaced church, pulpit 
and temple as the dealer of the disciplines. It is too 
late to change that. What we see is what we get. 
One suspects we are in a morass and all the 
well-intentioned talk at Tampa wiU come to naught. 
Sorry. 
WILLIAM N. WALLACE has viewed the 
American sporting scene in various poses, chiefly 
as a daily-journalist for New York City newspapers, 
and as a book author and curmudgeon essayist for 
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His base is Westport, Conn. 
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The U.S. divers provided some proof of that 
Friday, May 8, though the two 16-year-olds from 
China were clearly dominant Only two of their I 0 
total dives resulted in a score lower t))an 50, 
the top dive of the finals belonged to Zhang, who 
recorded a score of 60.84 on her second attempt, a 
forward 2 somersault pike. 
"I just came here for the experience. But I was 
happy with it," said Spychala, a 17-year-old from 
Odessa, Fla., who will be attending the University 
of Miami this fall. • · 
Spychala was taking part in her first non-junior 
event on the international level. She was more ner-
vous about her prom than the Diving Grand Prix. 
She had chipped several of her fingernails, done up 
for the big dance. . 
"I'm just not a nail person," she said. 
. Bryant, another I 7-year-old who was unable to 
practice for two 'days due to a sore thigh, planned 
to help polish Spychala's nails Friday night. 
Lingamfelter, who is a junior at Southern 
Methodist University, had her final exam in 
Religion and The Holocaust faxed to the Fort 
Lauderdale hotel where she was staying. 
"There's a lot of academic pressure on many of 
them this week," Lerew said. "And Katie really 
fought through her pulled muscle. They're young, 
but I think we're seeing a big change in U.S. div-
ing. We're getting our focus and we' re getting on 
track." 
Women's 1-Meter Springboard Finals 
Diver, country or hometown Points 
I. Guo Jing Jing, China 273.72';., 
2. Zhang Jing, China 262.38 
3. Katie Beth Bryant, Chatham, Ill. 252.99 
4. Jenny Lingamfelter, Austin, Tex. 251.55 
5. Emily Spychalu, Odessa, Fla. 249.00 
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